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Don’t puzzle what you see... 
puzzle what the vicar can see!
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Hilariously funny 1,000 piece jigsaw puzzle that sees the start of a New Year with everyone hitting the gym 

after Christmas! The image printed on the front of the box depicts a crowded exercise room with all of the 

regular gym-goers back in the swing of things, but there are a few new members who are turning heads! While 

everyone is trying to focus on their exercises, something has caught their eye on the other side of the gym hall. 

What could be happening to get this surprised reaction from everyone? Try to imagine you are the women on 

the gym ball and piece together what she can see.

Wasgij is the hilarious puzzle concept where the image on the box is 
simply a clue to the puzzle inside. Only the puzzle holds the answer!

Don’t puzzle what you see… use your imagination!
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Dropping the weight!



XL Pieces

Actual Size

Easy Pick 
and Place
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African Savannah Dino Jungle 

Dolphin Ship Kingdom with Dragons

Tigers at the Ancient Stream Unicorn Summerhouse
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ABOUT THE ARTIST

Welcome NeighborsThe New Gardner

Lighthouse Picnic

Autumn on the Pond

Cory Carlson vividly portrays nature’s timeless beauty and energy with his 
extraordinary wildlife paintings. His art reveals a unique ability to bring the 
intensity of life in the wild to canvas and discover its hidden realms. In the 
eyes of his subjects he offers us a captivating and emotional insight into the 
soul of nature. Carlson’s goals as a painter are clear when he says, “It’s not 
enough to just paint a good likeness. I want my viewers to feel the emotions, 
struggles and triumphs of living free.” 
Carlson’s work has been featured in The Wall Street Journal, Wildlife Art 
News and on the front cover of Game Trails magazine. Today his work is 
licensed onto fine products around the world including tapestries, flags and 
puzzles with originals and limited editions found in numerous corporate and 
private collections.
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ABOUT THE ARTIST

Venice la Dolce VitaLondon Tea Party

Bonjour Paris

Amsterdam Flower Market

Chrys Kozak is an American artist and writer with a wanderlust soul. An avid 
foodie and traveler, she’s also a self-proclaimed espresso addict. You’ll find 
cups of cappuccino and coffee hidden somewhere in all of her jigsaw puzzles! 
Chrys lives in Cleveland, Ohio, USA. By day she is a graphic artist and vice 
president in her family business, Scratch Off Works. Chrys has also written 
a few books, including the internationally recognized Yoga for Rowers, a 
handbook of yoga poses which helps teach physical and mental strength to 
rowers of all ages and abilities. One of her first sculling coaches was from  
New Zealand! 
There are hundreds of authentic details true to each city that you’ll discover 
in all the Windows to the World puzzles. Bringing people the gift of travel and 
letting them discover how people, no matter where we live, we’re all more 
alike than we are different... that’s her dream for this puzzle series.
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ABOUT THE ARTIST

Rustic GardenPath to the Greenhouse

Home in a Victorian Garden

A Bountiful Spring

Nancy Wernersbach’s art career began at an early age thanks to her parents’ 
gift of a 128 Crayola crayons. Her love for painting and desire to capture the 
beauty of the natural world in her art was nurtured at Southampton College 
of Long Island University, Southampton, NY. She graduated with a BFA 
degree in 1981. Over the last 35 years Nancy’s watercolor & oil paintings 
have been exhibited and won awards in national and regional juried art 
exhibits in the New York City and Long Island, New York area. Happy, 
refreshing, uplifting, and “windows to the outdoors” are words collectors 
often use to describe her paintings.
Nancy brings the same love of nature and adds an element of fun and 
whimsy to her licensed images, now in the digital art medium. Her 
illustration portfolio has been licensed worldwide for jigsaw puzzles, garden 
flags, greeting cards and a variety of home décor products.



ABOUT THE ARTIST

Drawing inspiration from his favourite artist Durer, Eduard produced artwork for 
numerous magazines before moving to computer game design, and then joining 
the MGL studio.
Born in 1984, Eduard studied in the Kharkov city, Ukraine, at the Academy of Arts 
at the Faculty of Graphics and now lives in Poltava, having moved from the city of 
Donetsk after the war with Russia in 2014. He is married and has one son.

Eduard believes that a great jigsaw puzzle needs great artwork; as such he 
strives to deliver this each and every time, he creates a new piece of art. These 
two pictures are visually impressive with vibrant colours and loads of intricate 
details and beauty. 
Eduard says “A good day is one with plenty of uninterrupted time to create great 
pieces of art.”

Farmhouse Market

General Store 
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XL 
Pieces

Actual Size

Easy Pick 
and Place
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Baby Castle Nursery

Sunshine 
Nursery Bus

The Baby Castle Nursery comes with plenty of playground equipment! Including a piano, swing, 
slide and a table that turns into a see-saw. Create different layouts by changing the direction of the 
building to create a wider room or a front garden which the playground equipment can be placed.

The Sunshine Nursery 
Bus has room for 12 
baby figures and an 
adult figure as the driver. 
Comes with seats, stairs, 
slide, seesaw and pool.

Some figures and accessories not included.©EPOCH.

Play together with the 
all new nursery series!
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Baby Castle Playground

Baby Tree House

Baby Ferris Wheel

Baby Choo-Choo Train

Baby Airplane Ride

This colourful Baby Castle Playground comes with fun features including a slide, climbing ladder, 
internal steps and integrated sandpit! Also includes Chocolate Rabbit Baby.

The Baby Tree House is the perfect size 
for the Sylvanian babies. Includes a slide, 
swing, hammock, and a table & chair.  
Also includes Walnut Squirrel Baby.

This cute Baby Ferris Wheel can hold three 
babies at a time. The gondola doors open 
for the babies to easily get in and out. Also 
includes Toy Poodle Baby.

This very cute Baby Choo-Choo Train 
comes with station and platform that two 
babies can ride on at once. Also includes 
Bear Baby.

The Baby Airplane Ride comes with 
two colourful planes for a fun time 
flying in the clouds! Also includes 
Maple Cat Baby.

Some figures and accessories not included. Some figures and accessories not included. ©EPOCH.

Nursery Series
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See in store for 
more in each range.
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Building a natural world in miniature for collectors.
These collectable toy animal replicas are being used in role 
play for educational purpose, awareness of endangered 
species and consciousness of environmental protection.
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See in store for 
more in each range.
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Create a sparkling picture from easy to follow instructions.

Create these gorgeous sparkling diamond pictures.

Amber Butterfly

Binky Bunny

Butterfly Owl Sugar Skull Tutankhamun

Lily Pug

Sealife Junior

Dreamcatcher

Toby Tiger Cub


